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We welcome comments and feedback from these power points to 

utahkrishnas@gmail.com. 
If you would like take our membership class with power point, 

please visit our website at www.utahkrishnas.org
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Based on the divine teachings of 

A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami 
Prabhupada

International Society of Krishna Consciousness
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Confidence of a King
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Good to Celebrate Others
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You are also 
someone to be 

Celebrated

Something great 
about you. You are 

talented, smart, 
attractive.
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You’re good at 
something others 

are not

Others may have 
more natural talents, 
but they have faults 
& weaknesses just 

like we all do Mayor & wife story
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Royal Blood

Krishna crowned you 
with His honor & favor
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“Less than” Mentality

People going to treat 
you the way you 
present yourself. 

Intimidated, don’t look 
people in the eye, 

barely speak up when 
you talk, you are 

communicating “I am 
not important.” 
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However talented, 
successful, beautiful 
they are...you speak 

clearly, strongly, 
don’t mumble, 

speak with 
confidence, they no 
more a child of God 

than you are.
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I’m determined, 
confident, secure, 
proud of who I am

Much of low self 
esteem is cause we 
don’t know who we 

really are.
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It was a confidence not in 
himself but in Krishna, and 
that was effective. He 
wouldn't have been so 
effective, I think, if he had 
said, "You've got to have 
confidence in yourself,"  
"Have confidence in me," 
which, although better, you 
don't quite know how that 
works. But, on the other 
hand, "Have confidence in 
the Lord of the Universe"—
well, that's a different matter. 
BTG An Indian Saint in 
America
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Always act like 
you're wearing an 

invisible 
crown.  ~Author 

Unknown

You & I represent 
the kingdom of God. 
Ambassadors of the 

Spiritual World.
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Ultimate Family

Doesn’t matter what 
family others come 

from, what important 
people they know. 

Krishna is the creator of 
millions of universes. 

Universe.
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Sense of self not 
based on what she 
has or does, based 
solely on WHO she 

is.

Felt strength, power, head 
held high, pleasant smile, 
waved at all like they were 

best friends. Many important 
people in the room, more 

wealthy, beautiful, smarter, 
fitter, powerful people were 

there.
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●Don’t have to be the most talented, successful, 
beautiful
●When you know who you are, you can walk into 
any room, smile, wave as if everybody is your best 
friend, not crowned by people but by Almighty God.
●What would we think if the President walked into 
an important meeting.

 Who you are
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Krishna’s Pep Talk

Looked down, 
mumbled, 

failed to look 
world leaders 
in the eye. Be 
tall, proud, of 

who you are  & 
represent your 
country well.
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"Wherever there is 
Krishna, the master of 

all mystics, and 
wherever there is 

Arjuna, the supreme 
archer, there will also 
certainly be opulence, 
victory, extraordinary 
power, and morality. 
That is my opinion." 

[Bhagavad-gita 18.78]
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Pandavas
The hearts of the sons 
of Dhrtarastra were 
shattered by the sounds 
vibrated by the Pandavas' 
party. This is due to the 
Pandavas and their 
CONFIDENCE in Lord Krishna.  
One who takes  shelter of the Supreme Lord has nothing
to fear, even in the midst of the greatest calamity. 
Gita 1/19
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Krishna will protect us and 
maintain us. Actually, He is 
already giving protection 

and maintenance to 
everyone. That is a fact. 
But in mäyä (illusion) we 

think that we are protecting 
ourselves.
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Fake it til you make it

Cannot wait for the 
feelings to come, create 

the feelings by acting 
the way you want to be. 
Potential in you not yet 

released. Greatest 
power in the universe is 

within you.
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Carry What They Lack

When you are weak, He 
is strong. When you 

don’t see a way, 
Krishna will make a 
way. When enemies 
come against you, 

Krishna will fight yout 
battles for you.
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Impossible dreams

Lord opens doors no man 
can shut. Accomplish 

dreams you never thought 
possible. When those 

opportunities come, don’t 
you dare shrink back.
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Confidence = Fuel
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Sell Yourself better

Some of you are too timid, 
downplaying your abilities, 
discounting what you can 

do. 

Be your own resume.

When others see you 
believe in your self, they’ll 
more likely open the doors 

to opportunities. Child of God
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Place Kicker
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My Time

New day, power of 
most high is in me. 

When you rise up with 
confidence like that, 
putting fuel in your 

jet. Never know where 
it’s going to take you.
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Faith
Not acting on what we 
feel, but on what we 

know. God would 
have not given you 

the opportunity if He 
had not already 
equipped you. 

Overmatched
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Impossible Situations
Medical report, job challenge, 

legal battle

May feel fear, but not going to 
show fear, knowing creator of the 
universe is in compete control of 
my life. If God be for me, who dare 
be against me?
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